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Abstract 
We study systems where deterministic computations take place in environments which may 
behave nondeterministically. We give a simple formalization by unions of abstract reduction 
systems, on which various semantics can be based in a straightforward manner. We then prove 
that under a simple condition on the reduction systems, the following holds: reduction strategies 
which are co@zZ for the deterministic reduction system will implement the semantics for the 
combined system, provided the environment behaves in a “fair” manner, and certain program 
transformations, such as folding and unfolding with respect to deterministic rules, will preserve 
the semantics. An application is evaluation strategies and program transformations for concurrent 
languages. 
Keywords: Formal semantics; Program transformations; Nondeterminism; Reduction systems; 
Recursive program schemes 
1. Introduction 
Computer programs can often be seen as having two parts: a computational compo- 
nent, describing what kind of computations will be carried out, given appropriate inputs, 
and a descriptive component, that models the environment in which the program will 
execute. A typical example is concurrent programs with primitives for asynchronous 
process communication. Here, the code for each process can often be seen as a more 
or less purely functional i/o-specification: given that the process receives some values 
on some input channels, it will produce computed values on some output channels. 
This can be seen as the computational component of the program. The semantics of 
the communication primitives, on the other hand, describes environmental properties 
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such as asynchrony, e.g., some communication events may take place in different order. 
The latter can give rise to nondeterminism, i.e., the environment may have a certain 
freedom to behave in different ways (like writes to a communication channel occurring 
in different order), and this freedom may cause the system as a whole to behave 
nondeterministically. 
Some programs have a more or less empty descriptive component. A prime example 
is a purely functional program. Purely functional programming is highly appropriate 
for describing purely computational tasks (as long as explicit resource handling for 
efficiency is not a concern, anyway). The simple semantics makes it particularly simple 
to analyze and transform functional programs: see, for instance [20,35] 
There are many situations, however, where the descriptive component cannot be 
neglected. Systems for control of finite resources (such as various servers), operating 
systems, embedded systems - they all rely on the ability to model the environment 
where the specified computations are to take place. 
It is well known that the presence of nondeterminism can make “evident” program 
transformations incorrect, in the sense that the set of possible outcomes can be changed 
(rather than just affecting the termination behaviour, as in the deterministic case). Also, 
the evaluation strategy can affect this set. Consider the choice operator “or”, defined by 
n or y +x, x or y -+ y, and the function definition f(x) =x - x. If our language has 
call-by-value semantics, then f(0 or 1) can evaluate only to 0. But with call-by-name 
semantics, f(0 or 1) can evaluate also to 1 and -1. Unfolding the call f(0 or l), 
i.e. replacing it with (0 or 1) - (0 or 1 ), yields the same possible outcomes with 
call-by-name semantics but adds some if call-by-value applies. Consider, finally, the 
algebraic “simplification rule” x - x+ 0. If this rule is applied to the body of f(x), 
then f (0 or 1) can evaluate only to 0 with both call-by-value and call-by-name, so 
with call-by-name semantics, some possible outcomes have disappeared. 
The purpose of our work is to provide a framework in which to reason about lan- 
guages with both computational and descriptive components. The setting is abstract: 
the computational part of a system is given by a confluent abstract reduction system 
--+D, and the descriptive part by a possibly non-confluent (and thus non-deterministic) 
system +N. The system itself is described by the union of these reduction systems. 
A semantics is defined as the set of limits, under some monotone interpretation to 
a c.p.o., for the various (possibly infinite) reduction paths. This can be thought of as a 
“normal form semantics”, but extended to deal with infinite and divergent (but “fair”) 
computations. In particular, we consider reduction systems over terms, with interpreta- 
tion to c.p.o.‘s of trees over the same signature. Within this framework, we prove the 
following: 
1. If +D and +N commute, then for any cofinal reduction strategy for +D there 
exists a semantically complete, nondeterministic (w.r.t. +N) reduction strategy, for 
any monotone interpretation. 
2. If +D and -‘N COmmute, then certain transformations preserve the SeInantiCS, for 
any monotone interpretation. 
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“Semantically complete” here means to have the same set of “normal forms” as 
+o U -)N. Thus, there is always a deterministic “implementation” of the computational 
part that “preserves all possibilities” prescribed by the semantics, i.e., does not destroy 
the description of the environment. 
The semantics-preserving transformations include symbolic folding and unfolding 
of (possibly higher order) term rewriting rules. Program transformations described 
by such operations include fold-unfold transformations of recursive programs, but 
also “program simplification” like evaluation of constant subexpressions, and reverse 
/?-reduction as used in lambda lifting [18]. 
Our choice to consider “semantical completeness” or “preservation of semantics” as 
“preserving all normal forms” is because we use nondeterminism to model possible 
actions of an environment which can be described but not controlled. This should be 
contrasted with “don’t care” nondeterminism which gives a looser, relational specifi- 
cation of the computational component, where a number of outcomes are allowed for 
a given input and the system is free to choose. 
2. Related work 
Our work is strongly related to the theory of recursive applicative program schemes 
[12,27]. The semantics we use is related to the one developed by Arnold, Naudin 
and Nivat for nondeterministic recursive schemes [4] and in particular to the one 
of Boudol [8] for first order term rewriting systems. It is also related to the the- 
ory of approximate normal forms in the L-calculus [26,37,38]. What sets our work 
apart is that we formulate the semantics and prove some results in the more ab- 
stract setting of binary relations. The results on fold-unfold program transformations 
are obtained for an instance of the abstract semantics where computations take 
place on terms and the binary relation is given by a Combinatory Reduction 
System [22,24]. 
Some of our results concern referential transparency. There is an interesting 
discussion of referential transparency and unfoldability in [33]; one can say that com- 
mutation of the computational and descriptive reduction systems preserves referen- 
tial transparency for the computational system also in a non-deterministic 
environment. 
Our framework is abstract and thus potentially applicable to a range of languages, but 
the ones we have in mind are, mainly recursive languages with concurrency constructs. 
Some existing, not referentially transparent languages in this class are Concurrent ML 
[30], Facile [34], and Erlang [3]. A goal of our work is to support the design of 
recursive languages with concurrency, where the “serial part” is referentially transparent 
also in the presence of nondeterminism arising from the concurrency. A language that 
seem to fit this charter is Concurrent Haskell [28], a lazy functional language extended 
with concurrency primitives. 
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A comparison can be made with Hughes’ and Moran’s work [17], where they give 
a natural semantics for normal order I-calculus plus McCarty’s amb operator for 
nondeterministic choice. It seems that this combination can be modeled in our frame- 
work as well. This would give a very simple semantics in comparison, and make our 
results about program transformations applicable. On the other hand, the rather detailed 
natural semantics of Hughes and Moran gives more information about how to actually 
implement a language with these operations. 
Our results about folding and unfolding extend classical results [lo-12,251 for de- 
terministic systems. They also hold for systems with higher order operations, which 
is true as well for the recent work on correctness for transformations of deterministic 
programs by Sands [32]. Our results provide some support for program transformation 
systems for program optimization [9, 161 and partial evaluation of nondeterministic 
languages. Semantics-preserving partial evaluation of such languages is listed as the 
“challenging problem no. 10.9” in [ 191. The only partial evaluator for such languages 
that we are aware of is for the concurrent constraint programming language AISL [31]. 
But this partial evaluator gives correct results only under a number of restrictions on 
the program and assumptions about the intended semantics. We believe that our results 
can support the design of nondeterministic languages where it is more evident what 
“semantically correct” partial evaluation is. 
3. Preliminaries 
In this paper, we will use (abstract) reduction systems [ 15,231 to give semantics of 
computations. We give the definitions of the most central concepts being used here. 
The notation is standard except possibly for the sets of finite, infinite and partial terms 
below. 
Let -+, -1, +Z be binary relations over some set A. Then +r and --+2 commute 
if Va, b, c3d[(a --+T b A a-z c) + (b +z d A C-T d)]. See Fig. 1. (+* denotes the 
transitive-reflexive closure of +.) -+ is conjluent if it self-commutes. A --wzf (normal 
form of -+) is an element a where there is no a’ such that a + a’. 
Fig. 1. +D and -+N commute. 
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A (many-step) abstract reduction strategy w.r.t. -+ is a function F such that 
F(a) =a if a is a normal form, and a ++ F(a) otherwise. (++ denotes the transi- 
tive closure of 3.) F is normalizing if, whenever a has a normal form, it holds that 
F”(a) is a normal form for some n. F is co&al if for all a, a’ where a +* a’ there 
exists an n such that a’ -+* F”(a). 
We are especially interested in reduction systems over terms - “term reduction sys- 
tems” (including first order term rewriting systems (TRS), as well as I-calculus with 
/&reduction and more general higher order formalisms such as Klop’s Combinatory 
Reduction Systems (CRS) [22]). We denote the set of the finite terms under discourse 
with T, and the set of finite and infinite terms with TW. Formally, a term t can be de- 
fined as a partial function from the set of sequences of natural numbers (“positions”) to 
operator symbols, such that dam(t) is prefix-closed and respects arities; see, e.g. [4, 141. 
For p $ dam(t), we define t(p) = 1. 
We can relax the conditions that arities are respected and allow also terms which 
are undefined at leaf positions, and we denote the set of these terms by TLW. We have 
TcT-‘cT,“. Cf. the Biihm trees of J-calculus [5, Ch. lo]. 
For the operator symbols, we define a flat partial order C by I C s and s L s for 
all symbols s. We lift this order to terms (i.e. functions from sequences) in TLm by 
t C t’ iff t(p) 5 t’(p) for all sequences p (cf. [5, Ch. 10.21). It is straightforward to 
show that every ascending chain to L tl 5 . . . in TLW has a least upper bound in TL’-. 
The maximal elements are exactly those in Tm. 
Two positions are disjoint if none is a prefix of the other. For any term t E TLm and 
position p E dam(t), we denote the subterm at p by t/p (not to be confused with the 
function symbol t(p) at position p) and the term obtained by replacing t/p by t’ in t 
by t[p c t’]. A position p such that t/p matches a rule in a term rewriting system is a 
redex for that rule. If t is rewritten into t’ (at some other position), then the positions 
in t’ to where p is sent are called the residuals of p. 
4. Combinatory reduction systems 
Our results on the correctness of fold-unfold transformations in Section 9 are es- 
tablished for systems defined by Combinatory Reduction Systems. Therefore we give 
a short description of CRS here. For a full description, including formal definitions, 
see [22,24]. 
Consider a set of terms T, constructed out of constant function symbols with fixed 
arity, nullary variables, and a binary abstraction operator, written [-]_ (i.e., if t is 
a term and x is a variable, then [x]t is a term). A Combinatory Reduction System 
over T is a set of reduction rules s + t, where s, t are metaterms, constructed as the 
terms in T, plus terms containing metaoariables, written in upper case (2, Z’, etc.). 
Each metavariable has an arity (possibly 0): if Z has arity k, then Z(tl,. . . , tk), where 
fl,...r tk are metatems, is a metateim 
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(Meta) terms are considered equivalent modulo renaming of bound variable (cr-con- 
version). For metaterms s, t in reduction rules s -+ t, we impose the following additional 
restrictions: 
- s and t are closed (i.e., a variable x occurs only within the scope of a binding [xl_). 
- s has the form F(t, , . . . , t,), where F is a constant function symbol. 
- Any metavariable occurring in t also occurs in s. 
- A metavariable 2 of arity k occurs only in the form 2(x1,. . .,Xk), where xi,. . . ,xk 
are pairwise distinct variables. 
TRS rules [23] are exactly CRS rules with nullary metavariables only and no ab- 
straction. But CRS rules also include reductions in systems with bound variables. For 
instance, /?-reduction in I-calculus is described by the CRS rule 
@(uxlzwa + -w3 (1) 
(Here, @ is the binary function symbol for application.) 
A CRS R generates a reduction relation -‘R on the set of terms. Essentially, 
tl -‘R t2 iff, for some rule s + t E R, position p in dom(tl) and valuation Q, holds 
that tl/p= a(s) and t2 = tl[p +- o(t)]. tl/p is then a s+ t-redex. A valuation is 
a map from metavariables: if Z is nary, then a(Z) has the form n(xi,. . . ,xn).t, 
where t is a term. Valuations are extended to homomorphisms on metaterms as 
follows: 
- G(X) =x, for variables x; 
- m1q = [x140; 
- 
W(h,..., G)>=F(o(t1),..., o(&)), F constant function symbol; 
- o(Z(t1,..., t,)) = t[x1 := a(t1), . . .,x, := o(&)], where Z is a metavariable such that 
a(Z) = 2(x,, . . . ,xn).t. 
The meaning of the metasubstitution above is the simultaneous replacement of all 
occurrences of the respective variables xi with ti. Thus, the last rule could be written 
4Z(t1,..., tn)) = W)(4t1), . . ., o(tn)). We do not incorporate automatic renaming of 
bound variables in metasubstitutions to avoid the capturing of free variables: instead, 
the following is required. A CRS rule s -+ t being matched to a subtenn by a valuation 
d must be safe for 6, which means that there is no metavariable Z in s or t such that 
a(Z) has a free variable x occurring in an abstraction [x] in s or t. Also, cr is required 
to be safe with respect to itself, which means that there are no Z, Z’ such that a(Z) 
contains a free variable appearing bound in a(Z’). 
One can always rename bound variables in a valuation so that it becomes safe with 
respect to itself, and in a rewrite rule so it becomes safe for a certain valuation. We 
allow this renaming in the matching process, i.e.: tl [p +- a(s’)] -+ tl [p t a(t’)] iff 
s’ + t’ and a fulfil the safety conditions and if s’ -P t’ is obtained from the CRS rule 
s + t by renaming bound variables. 
If all metavariables in s (and thus t) are nullary, then valuations are equivalent to 
substitutions for metavariables. If there are no abstractions, we then obtain exactly the 
reduction relation for the corresponding TRS. 
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An important concept for CRS is orthogonality. Two CRS rules s -+ t, s’ -+ t’ are 
orthogonal if: 
- The rules are left-linear, i.e., none of s and s’ contains multiple occurrences of any 
metavariable. 
- They are non-overlapping, that is: whenever a s + t-redex contains a s’ + t’-redex 
(or vice versa), then the contained s’ --t t’-redex must be contained in an instantiation 
of a metavariable of s -+ t. 
A CRS is orthogonal if all its rules are orthogonal (even to themselves). Two CRSs 
R, R’ are mutually orthogonal if any rule in R is orthogonal to any rule in R’. 
The following result for mutually orthogonal CRSs was first stated for first order 
TRSs [29, Proposition lo], but the proof carries over to mutually orthogonal CRSs [36]. 
Due to this theorem, our results in Sections 7-9 are directly applicable to mutually 
orthogonal CRSs. 
Theorem 1 (Raoult and Vuillemin [29]). Zf the CRSs R and R’ are mutually ortho- 
gonal, then +R and -)Rl commute. 
Also many results on reduction strategies carry over from orthogonal TRSs to 
orthogonal CRSs. For instance, the leftmost-outermost reduction strategy (normal order 
reduction) is normalizing for any left-normal CRS (all constants and functions sym- 
bols precede all metavariables in the LHS of every rule) [22]. Of particular interest are 
results about cojkzal reduction strategies, since our results in Section 7 concern such 
strategies. For orthogonal CRSs, the following result by Klop [22] applies. A reduction 
strategy F is fair (or secured) if, for any term t, there exists an n such that F”(t) does 
not contain any residual of any redex in t. 
Theorem 2 (Klop [22]). For orthogonal CRS, any fair reduction strategy is 
cofinal. 
We find CRSs interesting since it seems like a large number of programming prim- 
itives can be modeled by orthogonal CRS rules. For instance, any first order TRS 
is a CRS which means that essentially all first order primitives commonly occuring 
in programming languages can be modeled, as well as recursive definitions of first 
order functions. But CRS rules can also model the execution of higher order con- 
structs such as A-terms, local recursive function definitions (“letrec”), pattern match- 
ing etc. The results on normalizing and cofinal reduction strategies give direct sup- 
port for deterministic implementations of languages modeled by orthogonal CRS rules. 
Furthermore nondeterministic operations, such as nondeterministic choice and merge 
are readily modeled, and even some process communication primitives which involve 
the binding of variables (see Section 10). It thus seems like CRS can provide a 
suitable framework for reduction-oriented reasoning about languages with such 
primitives. 
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5. Semantics for abstract computations 
Computations can be modeled by reduction sequences in some abstract reduction 
system (A, -) : 
Definition 3. A +-computation in A is an infinite sequence of elements a = {ai}r in 
A such that 
- If ai IS a --+-nf, then ai = ai+l. 
- Otherwise, ai + ai+l . 
We say that a is a-rooted if a0 =a. 
Sometimes we will abuse notation and write a even when considered as a relation, 
i.e. UiE~ {(ai, ai+i 1). 
Consider an ARS (A,+), a c.p.0. (C,G) (possibly without bottom), and a map- 
ping f: A+ C which is monotone w.r.t. + and c, Cf. [2,27,37], and also [5, 
Lemma 14.3.71. f is then a monotone interpretation of (A, 4) into (C, lE), and C mod- 
els the increase of information as a computation proceeds along -+. Any +-computation 
a yields a 1.u.b. UEof( a i) in C, denoted uf(a), which can be seen as the result of 
the computation. 
Definition 4. Let f be a monotone interpretation. a is dominated by a’ iff Wj: 
ai +* a>. It is strictly dominated by a’ under f iff it is dominated by a’ and 
LlfGWLlfW 
Strict domination can be seen as an abstract “unfairness” condition for the 
strictly dominated computation: essentially, such a computation always has some info- 
rmation-increasing path which is left unexplored. A classical example from the n/I- 
calculus (considered as a CRS j?) is the set of +p-computations rooted in the term 
Ix. y((nx.xx)(;lx.xx)) under the monotone interpretation [/I] of Section 6. The non- 
terminating computation Jx.y((Jx.xx)ax.xx))-+Bilx.y((lx.xx)(k.xx))+B ..*, 
where the outermost redex is never reduced, has the limit I under [/I], whereas 
any computation reducing this redex ends up in y with limit y. These computa- 
tions all dominate the infinite computation strictly, thus, it is unfair on our 
sense. 
The following propositions are easily established: 
Proposition 5. If a is dominated by a’, then, for any monotone interpretation f, it 
holds that U f(a) C U f(a’). 
Proposition 6 (Strict). Domination is transitive. 
We can now define the semantics for an element a E A, given a monotone interpre- 
tation f of (A,+) into (C, L) (cf. [8, Ch. 4.21): 
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Definition 7. The semantics of a EA w.r.t. the monotone interpretation f and +, 
s(a, f, -+), is the set 
{u f(a) ] a is u-rooted and not strictly dominated by any computation}. 
Definition 7 yields a semantics that takes only “fair” computations into account. 
Computations that “diverge” (i.e. their limits are not maximal w.r.t. C) may contribute, 
but only if there is no “better” dominating computation starting in a. The limits of 
the computations that do contribute can be thought of as “infinite normal forms” since 
they represent cases where no more information can be gained. 
It is easy to see that if + has the cojinality property (CP) [23], then S(a,f, --+) 
has a single element. Since CP is equivalent to confluence for countable reduction 
systems [23], confluence thus implies “uniqueness of infinite normal forms” for such 
systems. This is in contrast to the situation in transjnite term rewriting [13,21]. There, 
the transfinite reduction relation may be nonconfluent even when the finite relation is, 
which then makes it possible to have several infinite normal forms. The reason is, 
roughly speaking, that the definitions of convergence for sequences of terms allow 
some “nonfair” infinite sequences to converge. Our definition of “infinite normal form” 
disallows this. 
6. Semantics for computations on terms 
We consider semantics for computations on terms defined by Combinatory Reduc- 
tion Systems. This semantics will be used in Section 9, where we consider fold/unfold 
transformations of such systems. Semantics for computations on terms can be defined 
in many different ways; the one developed here reflects the view that the result of 
a computation is a value built out of constructors, which are function symbols with- 
out any further interpretation. This view is the usual one for functional languages, 
where the constructors typically are constants, cons operations for lists, pairing const- 
ructors, etc. 
Definition 8. A function symbol F is a constructor w. r. t. the CRS R if there is no 
rule in R with a left-hand side of the form F(tl, . . . , t,). 
Definition 9. For any CRS R over a set of terms T, [R] : T + Ty is defined for any 
tET by 
- [R](t)(p) = t(p), if t(p) is a constructor w.r.t. R, an abstraction, or a variable, and 
for all prefixes p’ of p holds that t(p’) is a constructor w.r.t. R, an abstraction, or 
a variable. 
- Otherwise, [R](t)(p) = 1. 
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It is easy to verify that [R] is indeed a monotone interpretation of (T, -sR) into 
(T4p, L). A similar construct is the interpretation of Nivat [27] for recursive applica- 
tive program schemes. For graph rewriting systems, the instant semantics of Ariola 
and Arvind [2] corresponds to [RI. A third example is Wadsworth’s best direct ap- 
proximants for I-terms under b-reduction [37] (see also [5, Definition 14.3.61). 
Since [R] is a monotone interpretation, R defines a semantics S(t, [RI, --Q), denoted 
S&t), w.r.t. R for terms t in T. This semantics consists of all trees, possibly partial 
and/or inlinite, which are limits of “fair” t-rooted computations under [RI. We call it 
the constructor tree semantics for R. For instance, if R consists of the rules 
f(xYY)+x:Y:f(-%Y) 
9+9 
then the single element of &(f(g,c)) is the infinite partial tree I : c : I : c : . . . . 
If T is the set of pure L-terms and if /3 is the CRS defining P-reduction (with reduction 
relation --+b) to head normal form, then the single element of $(t) is very similar to 
the Bijhm tree for t [5]. 
7. Reduction strategies for systems with computational and descriptive components 
In the setting of abstract reduction systems, we can model computational and de- 
scriptive components simply as reduction systems over a set A, and a system comprised 
of such components as the union of the respective reduction systems. We denote the 
computational reduction relation by +D and the descriptive relation by +N. Thus, for 
any a E A, there are a number of “enabled computations” a +D a’ and “enabled actions 
of the environment” a +N a’. The former are under control and may be implemented 
by a reduction strategy. 
We consider only the case where the computational component is deterministic (that 
is: we rule out dont-care nondeterminism). Thus, we will always assume that +D is 
confluent. +N, on the other hand, can model nondeterministic behaviour and is then 
nonconfluent. 
Our results below all hold under the fundamental condition that +D and +N com- 
mute. Some hold under the weaker condition that +D and +D U +N commute. 
We have: 
Proposition 10. If -$D and +N COmmUte and if -tD is conjuent, then +D and 
+D u +N commute. 
Proof. A simple diagram chase according to Fig. 2. 0 
Definition 11. A is a nondeterministic reduction strategy w. r. t. + if it is a subrelation 
of + such that any A-nf is a -+-nf. 
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a0 N a1 D a-2 .., 
I D I D I D * 
b0 
N s bI*A b2’ 
Fig. 2. Diagram chase to prove commutation of -+D and --t = +D u -_‘N. 
The requirement that any A-nf is a --+nf can be seen as a progress condition for A, 
ensuring that it will not “terminate” prematurely; cf. the usual definition of (determin- 
istic) reduction strategies in Section 3. 
Definition 12. The nonfair semantics of a EA w.r.t. the monotone interpretation f and 
-$, g(a,f,+), is the set { Uf( ) I a a is an a-rooted +-computation}. 
In contrast to S(a, f,+), S(a, f,-+) contains also the results of possible nonfair 
computations. We will use the nonfair semantics to define the meaning of reduction 
strategies, which is appropriate since a reduction strategy can indeed be nonfair (in the 
abstract sense here). 
Definition 13. A is semantically complete w.r.t. -+ and f iff S(a, f, A) =S(a, f, +) 
for all a. 
Proposition 14. For any -+ and monotone interpretation f there is a semantically 
complete nondeterministic reduction strategy. 
Proof. For any a and s E S(a, f, +), pick an a-rooted +-computation a, such that 
1 f(a,) = s. This yields A = U( a, ( a EA, s E S(a, f, -+)) (where as is considered a 
relation). Since A is formed from one a-rooted +-computation for each a E A, and since 
any -+-computation must pick a successor w.r.t. -+ whenever one exists, it follows that 
any A-nf is a +-nf. 0 
Definition 15. Let A be a nondeterministic reduction strategy w.r.t. 4~ U --+N. A is 
+D -deterministic if, for any a, there is at most one a’ such that a A a’ and a +D a’. 
Thus, for a +D-deterministic strategy, the nondeterminism is entirely due to --+N 
since, for any a, it is completely determined from which element +o will compute no 
matter which computation path is chosen. We now have the following central result: 
Theorem 16. If +D and -‘N commute and if +D is confiuent, then, for any cofinat 
reduction strategy F for +n, there exists a --+ D -deterministic, semantically complete 
nondeterministic reduction strategy F, where for each F-computation a and i E N it 
holds that ai+1 = F(ai) or ai +N ai+l. 
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Fig. 3. Diagram chase to prove Theorem 16. 
Proof. Choose a semantically complete nondeterministic reduction strategy A w.r.t. 
+D U +N. Now, we show inductively that for any a and a-rooted +D U -+N- 
computation u E A there exists a dominating a-rooted F U +N-computation; these 
computations must then have the same limit since A is semantically complete. For 
each ai we find an element g(ai) such that: a (F U +N)* g(ai) and ai -g g(ui). For 
i = 0 we can pick g(uo) = @ = a. For i > 0, assume true for i - 1. We then have 
ai-_1 -+z g(ai_t ). There are three cases: 
_ ai- is an A-nf. Then ai- =ui and we must have g(ai_l)=g(ui). However, ai- 
must also be a +D U +N-nf, and thus a +D-nf. Therefore g(&_1) equals ai- and 
SO is a +D-nf. Therefore, F(g(ui_1)) = g(ui-1) = g(Ui). 
- ai- +NUi. Then, by commutativity, there is an element a’ such that Ui +i a’ and 
g(ui_1) -s a’, so we can choose g(ai) = a’. 
_ Ui-1 +D Ui. Then, by confluence, there is again an a’ s.t. Ui +g a’ and, this time, 
g(ui_1) -g a’. By cofinality of F there now exists an n such that a’ -+$ F”(g(ui_l)), 
and we can, since Ui -g F”(g(ui__l)), pick g(q) =F”(g(ui_l)). 
See Fig. 3. We can now form a nondeterministic reduction strategy fulfilling the con- 
ditions in the theorem as the set of all dominating computations constructed as above, 
for all a. •i 
When +D is given by an orthogonal CRS Theorems 2 and 16 link Klop’s notion 
of fairness to our more abstract notion of fairness, since a fair reduction strategy 
(in the sense of Klop) is cofinal for such CRSs. 
8. Referential transparency 
We will now prove a result about “referential transparency”, i.e. under which cir- 
cumstances one can “replace equals for equals” and still have the same meaning, in a 
possibly nondeterministic context. First, some technical lemmata: 
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Fig. 4. S(a’, f, 4) c S(a, f, +) and S(a, f, +) & S(a’, f, +): illustrations of the respective proofs. Dotted 
lines indicate limits under the monotone interpretation f, dashed lines indicate that elements are related 
w.r.t. C (C). 
Lemma 17. If a +* a’, and if for any s E S(a, f, -) there is an a-rooted compu- 
tation a such that u f (a) =s and an at-rooted computation dominating a, then 
W’, f, --f ) = %a, f, + ). 
Proof. S(a’, f, -) 5 S(a, f, -+): consider any s’ E S(a’, f, 3). There is an a/-rooted 
a’ where u f(a’) = s’. Furthermore, there is an u-rooted a” formed by prefixing a’ 
with the elements on some path u -+* a’. We have u ffa”) = s’. Thus, s’ E Sfa, f, +) 
unless there is some other u-rooted a”’ strictly dominating a”. The existence of such 
an a”’ implies the existence of an s E S(a, f, -) such that s’ C s. Then, by assumption, 
there is an a-rooted a with u f(a) = s and an a/-rooted computation aci”) dominating a. 
But we then have s’ C /J f(a(‘“)) which contradicts s’ E S(a’, f, -). 
,!?(a, f, -+) 2 S(a’, f, +): Let s E S(a, f, +). Then there is an u-rooted a with U f(a) 
=s and an a/-rooted a’ dominating a. Thus, s & U f (a’). The existence of an a/-rooted 
a” dominating a and where U f (a”) E S(a’, f, -+) follows, by transitivity of domina- 
tion. We can form an a-rooted a”’ with the same property by prefixing a” with the 
elements on some path a +* a’. But then we must have s = U f (a”‘) = U f (a”) E 
S(a’, f, +), since otherwise a would be strictly dominated by a”’ which would con- 
tradict s E s(a, f, t). q 
See Fig. 4 for an illustration of the crucial parts of the proof of Lemma 17. 
Lemma 18. If +D C +*, if +D commutes with -+, and if a -g a’, then any a-rooted 
computation is dominated by some a/-rooted computation. 
Proof. A simple diagram chase, using the commutation of -+D and *. See Fig. 5. q 
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* * * 
a’ ,* ai A ai . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Fig. 5. Diagram chase to prove Lemma 18. 
The following corollary to Lemmas 17 and 18 is a major stepping stone: 
coronary 19. zf -‘D c +*, if +D commutes with -+, and if a -2 a’, then S(a’, f, -+) 
= S(a, f, +). 
By Proposition 10, Corollary 19 holds for +D U *hi-computations when --‘L, and 
-‘N commute. We now develop a class of equivalence relations. 
Definition 20. Let 0 be a set of fnnctions A + A. Then a GQ a’ iff S(e(a), f, -) = 
S(O(a’), f, -) for all 8 E 0. 
Often, A will be a set of terms and 0 will be some set of substitutions that instantiate 
the free variables. Now, let ++z denote the transitive-reflexive-symmetric closure of 
+D. Define a ED@ a’ iff O(a) -g fl(a’) for all 0E 0. 
Theorem 21. Zf +D 2 -+* and if -+D commutes with +, then, for any 0, 
a =D@ a’ + a =@ a’. 
Proof. n *g x’ + S(x, f, -) = S(x’, f, -+) is proved by simple induction over +-$, 
using Corollary 19. Instantiating x = 8a, x’= Ba’ for each 0 E 0 then gives the 
result. q 
We can relate Theorem 21 to algebraic formulations of equivalences in the follow- 
ing way. Let +D, +N be term reduction relations. Assume that for a subset TA of 
the terms, each element t E TA is closed and has an interpretation i(t) as an element 
in some algebra with carrier A. Assume furthermore that +D is confluent and termi- 
nating on TA, and that i(t) = i(t’) implies that s(t, f, +D) = S’(t’, f, 40) = {t”} with 
ift”) = i(t) = i(t’). That is, if t and t’ have the same interpretation then they should be 
rewritten to the same normal form by -‘D (in some sense, +D then implements the 
interpretation). 
Consider now an extended set of terms TA(X), where X is a set of variables, such 
that for any substitution 8 : X + A of elements in A for variables the resulting terms 
belong to TA. Let us call the set of these assignments 0. Under the assumptions on 
+D above it then holds that if i(&) = i(&‘) for all 8 E 0, then t zD@ t’. 
An equality relation =E is valid for the terms in TA(X) if, for all t, t’ E TA(X), 
holds that t =E t’ implies that i(&) = i(&‘) for all 8 E 0. Thus, for valid equalities, 
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we have t =E t’ + t c_D@ t’. Now assume that +D is closed under replacement. Then 
t =DQ t’ + t -_D(Q,_,z) t’, where C is the set of the replacement functions t H C[t] 
for all possible contexts C, even such that could be nondeterministically rewritten. 
By Theorem 21 t ~~(0~1) t’ yields t qwp t’. Thus, t =E t’ + t -eux t’ which 
means the following: a subterm, that only can be instantiated to a deterministic 
term, can be transformed according to any algebraic equivalence without altering 
the nondeterministic semantics for the whole expression. For instance, if the equation 
x - x = 0 is valid, then a subterm x - x can be transformed to 0 at compile time 
provided that x will always be instantiated to something that can be interpreted in 
an algebra where this equation is valid. 
What about situations when we do not have that knowledge? Theorem 21 has the 
following corollary: 
Corollary 22. If +D c -+*, if -‘D commutes with +, if -‘D is closed under 6, and 
if a -g a’, then S(g(a), f, -+) = S(g(a’), f, 4). 
If -+n is closed under substitution and replacement, then H; is an equality rela- 
tion on the whole set of terms. Corollary 22 then says that we can replace “equals 
for equals” without changing the semantics, even for nondeterministic terms. This is 
our notion of “referential transparency”. Note, though, that *g might not contain all 
equivalences valid for the purely deterministic part: in particular, the commutation 
with +N must not be violated. As an example, consider a system where +N is given 
by the term rewriting rules x or y +x, x or y + y. Consider again the term x - x. 
If this term is rewritten to 0, and we instantiate x = 0 or 1, then the normal forms 1 
and - 1 of (0 or 1) - (0 or 1) are lost. This is due to the non-commutation of the rule 
x - x -+ 0 with the rules for or . 
Another application of Theorem 21 concerns weak head normal forms (whnf’s), 
which are I-terms of the form Ix. t. In a lazy functional language, a whnf Lx. t is not 
reduced even if t is reducible. This means that the deterministic reduction takes place 
according to a subrelation -E of the full reduction relation +o. If -+E commutes 
with -+, then our theory can be applied directly to yield correctness of transformations 
contained in HE*. This is, however, a very restrictive equivalence since it does not 
allow transformations to take place under lambdas! We would, rather, like to be able 
to transform according to the full convertibility relation -z. 
The latter can be obtained under natural conditions, provided that we consider two 
whnf’s Ax. t and Lx. t’ equivalent whenever they have the same extensional mean- 
ing, i.e., they define the same “function” (we do not presuppose any interpretation of 
lambda terms in some function space). This is a natural equivalence concept in typed 
programming languages, where the only means of “observing” a function-typed value 
is to apply it to an argument in order to obtain a printable value. In our setting, we 
can define Ix. t and Lx. t’ to have the same extensional meaning whenever, for any 
term t” which they both can be applied to, S(Lx. t t”, f, -+) = S(Ax. t’ t”, f, 4). We 
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then obtain, by considering the set of replacement functions t H i2x.t t”, for all terms 
t” as above, the following corollary to Theorem 21: 
Corollary 23. If +n G +*, if -+D commutes with -i, and if +D is closed under 
replacement, hen t c)~ * t’ implies that 1x. t and Ix. t’ have the same extensional 
meaning. 
9. Fold/unfold transformations 
So far we have considered transformations of terms, given a term reduction system. 
But what if the term reduction system itself is transformed? If recursive definitions 
are expressed as CRS rules, then program transformations are really transformations of
the rules rather than the terms they compute on, and a transformation of the CRS R 
into R’ will in general yield a reduction relation +R! # +R. For deterministic recursive 
applicative program schemes there is a classical theory for fold/unfold-transformations, 
see, e.g., [ 12,251. The results in this section can be seen as generalizations of some 
classical results to the nondeterministic case. Our theory is CRS based: thus, it covers 
also higher order programs. 
First, we show a theorem about equivalence of abstract reduction systems (i.e., that 
they yield the same semantics for all elements). This theorem is based on emulations 
of reductions and will be applied to the reduction relations resulting from fold/unfold- 
transformations. 
Definition 24. Let -‘I, -2 be binary relations over A, and let f : A + C be a mono- 
tone interpretation of both (A, +I) and (A, -+2) into (C, C). The +i-computation I( is 
emulated by the -+z-computation a’ under f, if there exists a function g : N + N 
such that S(ai) = f(a&) for all i E N, g(0) = 0, and g(i) + 00 when i --f 00. 
Proposition 25. Let a be a -+I-computation, and let a’ be a +2-computation. If there 
exists a function g : N -+ N such that ai = aicij for all i EN, g(0) = 0, and g(i) -+ 00 
when i + 00, then a is emulated by the +2-computation a’ under any f. 
Proof. Immediate. 0 
Lemma 26. Let f : A -+ C be a monotone interpretation of both (A, -1) and (A, -2) 
into (C,Q. If the --tl-computation a is emulated by the +2-computation a’, then 
Ll f (a) = Ll f(a’). 
Proof. Standard result. 0 
Theorem 27. Let f: A + C be a monotone interpretation of both (A, +I) and (A, 42) 
into (C, C). Then S(a, f, 41) = S(a, f, -9) for all a E A tf the following holds: 
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Fig. 6. Domination of a +a-computation by a computation emulating a +I-computation. The crucial part 
of the proof. 
1. every --,I-computation a is emulated by a -+-computation em(a) such that 
IJ f(a) E S(a, f, -+I I* U f (em(a)) E S(a, f, -4, and 
2. there exists a binary relation -+ G +2 such that: 
-+ commutes with 41, and 
If 11 or a a,a’ E A it holds that if a +2 a’, then there exists an a” E A such that 
a’ -+* a” and a +* a” 1 ’ 
Proof. S(a, f, -+I) G S(a, f, +2): every +I-computation has an emulating --+2- 
computation. By Lemma 26, their limits are equal. Thus, if u f (a) E S(a, f, --+I), then 
U f (em(a)) = U f (a) E s(a, f T 42). 
S(a, f ,+2) C S(a, f, --+I): lirst we show, for any a-rooted ++omputation a, the 
existence of a dominating a-rooted -+2-computation a’ and a +i-computation a” being 
emulated by a’. We show, by induction over i, that for each ai there exists a j such 
that ai +* a;: a’ = em(a”) is then dominating a. i = 0 is trivial. For i > 0, assume true 
for i - 1, and consider ai_l +2 ai. By assumption, we have ai- -+* ay for some j. 
Also, there exists an a” such that ai --+* a” and ai- 47 a”. Then, by commutation, 
there exists an a”’ such that a” -+* a”’ and ay -F a”‘. a” can thus be chosen so that, 
for some k 2 j, holds that a[ = a”‘, and we have ai +* a:. See Fig. 6. 
It follows that U f(a) C U f (a’). Now, consider any u E S(a, f, -Q), and let a be 
a-rooted with U f (a) = u. Then we have U f (a) = U f (a’) = U f (a”). Do we have 
U f (a”) E S(a, f, -+i )? If yes, then the result follows. Assume the opposite. Then there 
exists a +I-computation a”’ strictly dominating a”, with U f (a”‘) E s(a, f, +I). But, 
by emulation of +i-computations, there then exists a +2-computation emulating a”’ 
whose limit equals U f (a”‘). Thus, it strictly dominates a’, and therefore also a. This 
contradicts U f(a) E S(a, f, +2). 0. 
We formulate fold/unfold-transformations for Combinatory Reduction Systems. As 
the semantics defined by a CRS R we consider the constructor tree semantics given by 
the monotone interpretation [R] defined in Section 6. 
Unfolding means to apply a rule s’ -+ t’ in a redex p in the RHS of the CRS rule 
s + t, where t/p = g(s’) for some safe valuation 8, such that a new rule s -+ t[p + g(t’)] 
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is formed. A CRS R containing these rules can now be transformed into a new CRS 
R’ by replacing s + t with the new rule. 
Folding simply means matching a rule s’+ t’ “backwards” in another rule s + t, 
such that t/p = g(t’), and rewriting this rule into s --+ t [p + g(s’)]. 
For simplicity, we state our results for the case where a single rule is folded or 
unfolded by a single rule. Unfolding always preserves the semantics, and having proved 
that unfolding by a single rule is correct a simple induction shows that it can be 
carried on arbitrarily. Folding is, however, not always correct. In the case of folding 
with a single rule it is sufficient to demand that a rule is not folded with itself. For 
folding with several rules, it is relatively straightforward to extend this condition to 
“restricted folding-unfolding” [l 1,121. Before we show the main theorems, we must 
however verify that some properties of first order substitutions carry over to valuations. 
Lemma 28. For all valuations 4, metaterms , t and positions p E dam(t) holds that 
WP + tl) = 4(s)[p + 4Wl. 
Proof. The same lemma but for first order substitutions is stated in [15, Proposi- 
tion 3.51. The proof is by induction over the structure of s, and the extension to 
valuations is straightforward. 0 
Lemma 28 yields the following corollary, by choosing t = s/p and considering the 
LHS and RHS at position p: 
Corollary 29. For all valuations c$, metaterms  and positions p E dam(t) holds that 
44s )lP = WP )- 
The following lemma also has a well-known counterpart for first order substitutions. 
It is straightforward to prove by structural induction: 
Lemma 30. For all valuations 4, metaterms , and metasubstitutions [xi := ti] such 
that no xi occurs in 4(Z) for any metavariable Z in s, holds that 4(s[xi := ti]) = 4(s) 
[Xi := $(ti)]. 
Here, we have written [Xi := ti] for the metasubstitution [xi := tl, . . . ,x, := tn]. 
We will use this shorthand notation in the sequel. The following variation of Lemma 30, 
formulated for metasubstitutions, will also be used below: 
Lemma 31. If no yj occurs in S, then (s[Xi := tt])[yj :=uj] =s[xi := ti[yj :=uj]]). 
Lemma 32. For any valuations C$ and 9 there exists a valuation 4tI such that 
(&I)(t) = &g(t)) for all metaterms t. 
Proof. The result is a simple generalization from first order substitutions to valuations. 
It is proved by structural induction on metaterms. All cases are straightforward, 
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except possibly for metaterms Z(xr, . . . ,xn): let e(Z) = A(yr, . . . , y,) .t’. Define ($0)(Z) 
= qz, ,...,Zn).(~(8(Z(Zl,... ,z,)))) where, for any i, zi occurs in neither t’ nor any 
4(Z), for the metavariables Z occurring in t’. Then 
(4WWl~ .. ..tn)>=4(e(z(zl 9 * *. ,Zn))>[Zi :=(m(G)l 
= 4(t’[yi :=zi])[zi :=+(e(ti))] (by induction, def. of e(Z)) 
= 4 ((t’[J’i :=Zi])[Zi := e(ti)]) (from Lemma 30) 
= 4(t’[yi :=e(ti)]) (from Lemma 31) 
=4(W(~1,::.,~n))). q 
We need the following lemma in order to apply Theorem 27: 
Lemma 33. If R’ is obtained from R by either folding or unfolding, then [R’] = [RI. 
Proof. [R] can be different from [R’] only if there is a constructor w.r.t. one of the 
CRSs which is not a constructor w.r.t. the other one. Neither folding nor unfolding 
change the left-hand sides of the rules. Thus, a constructor w.r.t. R is a constructor 
w.r.t. R’ and vice versa. 0 
Theorem 34. Zf s + t E R is unfolded into s + t[p c kI(t’)] by s’ + t’, and if +{,! ---) tJ) 
commutes with +{,jj + t,,) for any rule s” 4’t” in the resulting CRS R’, then SR,(U) 
=&(u) for all terms u. 
Proof. We show that Theorem 27 applies, with -+I = +R’, +Z = *R, f = [R’](= [RI), 
and +=--s{~‘_+~‘). 
We first show that for any +R’-computation U’ there exists an emulating +R- 
computation em(u’). The nontrivial emulation is that of a s + t[p t 0(t’)]-reduction 
u: -‘R’ Z&I’ t +(t[p 4- O(t’)])]. A two-step reduction in R is uf +R Z&I’ + c+(t)] 
(since ui/p’ = C/I(S)) and ui[p’ t 4(t)] +R ui[p’ +-- &t)][p’.p + (@)(t’)] (since 
ui[p’ t &t)]/(p’.p) = $(t)/p = 4(t/p) = ~(O(S’)) = (@)(s’)). This reduction does in- 
deed emulate the +R’ -reduction since u:[p’ c &t)][p’-p +- (46)(t’)] = uf[p’t 
4(t)b+(4Wt’)ll = REP’ + 4(t)[p + (4(Wt’))ll = ~XP’ + 9(t[p+ ~(OIN. See 
Fig. 7. 
Now assume that u[R’](u’) E&(U). Will u[R](u) E&(u) follow? Yes, since any 
+R -redex in u but not in u’ eventually will disappear, due to the infinite emulation 
(s + t-redexes in particular). Thus, there can be no +R -computation strictly dominat- 
ing II. 
We now show that whenever v +R v’, there exists a v” such that v -+$ vtt and 
V’+* {s’-t”Vt’. Since -+I,’ _ “1 COmnUIteS with ‘RI, this completes the proof. Ei- 
ther v +{,” ~ “‘) v’, where s” + t” is distinct from s + t. Then s” + t” E R’, and we 
can choose v” = v’. Otherwise v+{~,,) v’. Then, for some position p’ and valua- 
tion 4, we have v/p’ = 4(s) and v’ = v[p’ +- 4(t)]. Furthermore, &t)/p = (@)(s’), and 
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U: 
R’ 





u: AU&It + &] R_ u; [p’ t (&)[p + fpt’]] 
Fig. 7. Emulation of a computation in R’ by a computation in R. 
thus v’ +I,, + t,l v” where v” = v[p’c C$ (t)][p’.pt (~#~e)(t’)]. v” is equal to v[p’ + 
&t[p c- &t’)])]: thus, v -+IS_ tlP + e(r)]) V”, i.e., o +R V”. 0 
It can be seen from the proofs of Theorems 34 and 27 that &t(u) C &(u) always 
holds, regardless of any commutation properties. 
We prove correctness of folding under the simplifying condition that a rule is not 
folded with itself. This corresponds to “restricted folding-unfolding” in [l 1,121. 
Theorem 35. Ifs - t E R is folded into s 4 t[p t f?(s’)] by s’4, where sI-4 #s --t t, 
and if -){Sl_+fl} commutes with +{sff_ttt) for any rule s” - t" in R, then &j(u) = 
&(u) for all terms 24. 
Proof. The proof is dual to the proof of Theorem 34. We show that Theorem 27 
applies, with +i =+R, -+z =+Rf, f = [R](=[R’]), and + =--+Is/~f~l. Note that 
-+{s~_f~j E ‘R’, since s’ -+ t’ is not folded with itself. 
First we show that for any -‘R -computation u there exists an emulating -‘RI - 
computation u’. The nontrivial emulation is that of a s + t-reduction ui +R Ui[p’+4(t)]. 
A two-step reduction in R’ is Ui +R’ Ui[p’+4 (t[p + b(s’)])] +RJ ui[p’ + &(t[p + 
B(s’)])][p’.p c (4O)(t’)]. This reduction is indeed an emulation since ui[p’+4(t[p +- 
wl)l[P’.P+ (Gw(t’)l = %[P’+&t[P + eml[P’.P + $(e(t’))l = Ui[P’C 
~(t[PCe(S’)l[PtB(t’)l)l=Ui[P’C~(t[PC e(t’)l)l = %[P” 4(t[P+(t/P>1)1 = 
ui[p’ c&t)]. Here, we have used the identity t[p+ t’][p+ t”] = t[p+ t”] which 
follows from [15, Proposition 3.11 and the fact that t/p = O(t’) when s + t is folded 
by s’ + t’ at p. u [R’](u’) = u [R](u) follows. 
Now assume that u [R](u) E&(u). Will u [R’](u’) E&(u) follow? Yes, Since any 
+R’ -redex in u’ but not in u eventually will disappear, due to the infinite emula- 
tion (s -+ t[p c 8(s’)]-redexes in particular). Thus, there can be no +R’ -computation 
strictly dominating II’. 
We now show that whenever v +Rf v’, there exists a v” such that v-i v” and 
v I -+Ts, +t,l v”. Since -t{,, _t,) commutes with +R, this completes the proof. 
Either v +{,u + t~,l v’, where stf + t” is distinct from s + t. Then s” + t” E R, and 
we can choose v” = v’. Otherwise v +IS-+tlp_~(s~~l~ v’. Then, for some position p’ 
and valuation c$, we have v/p’= 4(s) and v’ = v[p’ + 4(t[p + @s’)])]. Furthermore, 
&t[p c O(s’)])/p = (@)(s’), and thus v’ +{,, + tjI v”, where v” = v[p’ + 4 (t)][p’.p 
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c ($@(t’)], which equals u[p’ +- 4 (t)] since 4(t)/p = (+@(t’) due to the folding of 
s -+ t at p by s’ -+ t’. Thus, u +I~ + 1l u”, i.e., u +R v”. 0 
It can be seen from the proofs of Theorems 35 and 27 that &t(u) Z&(U) al- 
ways holds, regardless of any commutation properties. Thus, folding (without commu- 
tation) may increase the number of possible results for a nondeterministic computation, 
whereas unfolding may decrease this number. 
A particular case where Theorems 34 and 35 apply is when the CRS rule s’ + t’ 
to be folded (or unfolded) with is orthogonal to all other rules in R: then it is also 
orthogonal to all rules in R’, and thus -+{,T _ t,l commutes with both +R and -‘R’ . 
What makes the application of Theorem 27 so straightforward in the proof of 
Theorem 35 is the fact that the rule being folded with is present in the transformed 
system. This is also true for restricted folding-unfolding. We leave it as an exercise to 
the reader to extend Theorem 35 to restricted folding-unfolding. 
10. A simple process language example 
Consider a simple language fragment that describes a class of CSP-like communicat- 
ing processes. This language fragment has types Proc, Event, Ghan, a parallel compo- 
sition “I” of type Proc x Proc + Proc which is associative and commutative, an empty 
process 0, and a prefix operation “.” of type Event x Proc -+ Proc. Furthermore, for 
all possible value types VuZ in the language, there is a channel write operation “!” of 
type Chan x Vu1 --) Event and a channel read operation “?’ of the same type, but with 
the restriction that the argument of type VuZ must be a variable. 
We have the following computation rules. For each constant a of type Event and c 
of type Ghan, we have rules 
a.Pjx.Q-a.(PIx.Q), (2) 
c!y.Plc?x.Q + PjQ{x/y}. (3) 
The first group of rules (2) express that “basic” events are interleaved as parallel 
processes execute. Thus, the result of a computation is essentially a trace of events. 
The second group of rules (3) are communication rules. P, Q,x, y are variables above: 
thus, the rules (4) are pure term rewriting rules whereas the rules (4) are akin to 
P-reduction. Furthermore, we introduce auxiliary term rewriting rules, viz.: 
(PlQ)lR -Pl(QlRh (4) 
PKQIR) -+ V’lQ)lR, (5) 
PlQ+QlP. (6) 
They express equivalence modulo AC for parallel composition. (Cf. “chemical ab- 
stract machines” [7].) Their permutative nature gives rise to cyclic, infinite computa- 
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tions which are in some sense artificial. However, these computations will be strictly 
dominated whenever progress can be made through some of the first rules. Thus, they 
will not contribute to the semantics. 
The rules (2)-(6) can easily be put into CRS format ((3) obtains the format, keep- 
ing the infix notation, c!Y.P]c?[x]Q(x)-+PlQ(Y)). With a constructor tree seman- 
tics according to Section 6, the “values” of type Proc are formed from the constr- 
uctors “. “, 0 and values of type Event. The constructor tree semantics thus, in this 
case, yields the set of possible traces (n.b. of fair computations) as the semantics for 
a process typed expression. 
This process language can be enriched with a computational component described 
by an orthogonal CRS. For instance, a higher order functional language can be added, 
which is defined by, say, the following CRS rules: 




_ a conditional if, defined by the first order TRS rules: 
if( true, x, y ) + x 
if(false,x, y) + y 
- (Possibly) recursive definitions, defined by rules of the form 
fh ,...,&J+t 
where the function names f are selected distinct from other function symbols in the 
system, 
- /?-reduction according to (1). 
It is easy to verify that these rules do form an orthogonal CRS (indeed, it is even left- 
normal, which means that a leftmost-outermost reduction strategy is normalizing [22]). 
Furthermore, all these rules will be orthogonal to the rules (2)-(6) defining the se- 
mantics for the process primitives. Thus, we can perform fold/unfold-transformations 
with respect to any of these rules, according to Theorems 34 and 35, without changing 
the semantics for the combined language. 
11. Conclusion and further research 
We have presented results regarding semantically correct evaluation strategies and 
program transformations for programs with a computational, deterministic part and 
a descriptive, possibly non-deterministic part. For a computation-based semantics, it 
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was shown that commutation of the reduction relations makes the computational part 
“referentially transparent” even when the environment is non-deterministic. Certain pro- 
gram transformations on the computational part, such as fold/unfold transformations, 
were shown correct, and conditions were given for when algebraic equalities could be 
used to transform expressions. Cofinal reduction strategies for the computational part 
were shown to induce semantically correct nondeterministic reduction strategies for the 
combined system. 
The abstract schematic properties were applied to computations on terms. Classical 
results for CRSs about commutation and cofinal reduction strategies made it possible 
to apply the developed theory to recursive higher order languages with I-abstraction 
and process communication. A simple example language with CSP style process com- 
munication was defined and it was shown to have the desired properties. 
A possible application is to support the design and implementation of lazy recursive 
languages with process primitives. In order to do this, two things must be observed: 
first, lazy languages use a normalizing reduction strategy rather than a cofinal one. 
We believe that for such languages the correctness can be proved for combined re- 
duction strategies, employing a normalizing (rather than cofinal) strategy for certain 
terms. Second, laziness also implies sharing of already computed results (call-by-need 
rather than call-by-name), which must be modeled in a formalism such as explicit 
substitutions [l] or graph reduction systems [2,6]. 
The difference between call-by-need and call-by-name is indeed crucial and must be 
taken into account. Returning to our initial example in Section 1, with f(x) =x - x, 
the unfolding f(O or 1) --+ (0 or 1) - (0 or 1) is indeed correct for call-by-name 
since then the function is adequately described by the literally translated rewrite rule 
f(n) + x--x. In the case of call-by-need, however, the sharing of the argument must be 
modeled. Using explicit substitutions, the function f is now described by the rewrite 
rule f(n) -, (v - Y)[Y -4 where [u t---x] is a term (rather than a metaoperation 
on terms) representing the explicit substitution of x for y in the term to the left 
(an additional set of rewrite rules describes how and when the explicit substitution can 
be applied; to properly model call-by-need, these should defer the substitution to take 
place until x is reduced to whnf). y can be thought of as a reference pointing to the 
closure for the argument. In our example, the correct unfolding for call-by-need is then 
f(0 or 1) + (v - JJ)[_JJ +- (0 or l)]. When this expression is evaluated, 0 or 1 must be 
executed first to yield a whnf, before the result can be substituted for y. This yields 
the correct semantics for the unfolded term. 
The correctness of folding was proved under the condition that a rule would not 
be used to fold itself, which corresponds to the restricted folding-unfolding condition 
by Courcelle [ll, 121. As observed by Sands [32], this condition is quite restrictive 
since it essentially prohibits the formation of new recursive definitions. This limits 
the applicability to program transformations and partial evaluation. We are, however, 
quite confident that the techniques developed in this paper can be applied to prove the 
correctness of certain combined unfold/fold-transformations, introducing new recursive 
definitions, which are common in these applications. 
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